Our brains perform a wide variety of amazing computational feats, the major research attention of most neurobiologists. By comparison, brain metabolism has been dismissed by the term "housekeeping" and also by the blanket assertion of a principle of homeostasis: the notion that biological systems by their nature tend toward the (effortless) maintenance of constant internal conditions. As biologists, we must question our assumptions: how constant are the internal conditions, and what are the mechanisms that help to maintain them? Understanding these homeostatic mechanisms and their limitations is critical to understanding the myriad ways in which our housekeeping systems can fail and produce the dysfunction associated with disease.

Brain metabolism presents a particular challenge. The human brain is only ∼2% of the body's mass, but it consumes ∼20% of the daily energy budget ([@bib106]). And there is enormous dynamic variation in the energy consumption of brain cells from moment to moment as the brain performs its signaling. Coordinated changes in brain activity and blood flow account for some of the adaptive response to energy demand (this allows regional brain activity to be monitored using functional magnetic resonance imaging based on blood oxygenation level--dependent \[BOLD\] signals; [@bib96]), but the mechanisms of fuel use and energy generation in individual brain cells are also exquisitely controlled by both feedback and feedforward regulation to produce choreographed changes in the flow through specific biochemical pathways.

Compared with the encyclopedic knowledge of the metabolic enzymes and biochemical pathways amassed by biochemists in the late 20th century, our understanding of metabolic regulation and the actual cellular physiology of these pathways is in its infancy. The Warburg effect---the tendency of some cancer cells to emphasize glycolysis (see text box) of glucose to lactate despite the availability of oxygen---was described in the 1940s ([@bib69]), but the underlying key regulatory mechanisms are only now being elucidated ([@bib24]; [@bib121]; [@bib52]). In cancer cells, the increased glycolysis appears to be more important for biosynthesis than for producing ATP ([@bib121]; [@bib74]; [@bib120]).

Definitions {#s01}
===========

Glycolysis {#s02}
----------

The partial metabolism of glucose to pyruvate or lactate. It occurs in the cytosol (and possibly is subcompartmented within the cytosol, perhaps to the intracellular surface of the plasma membrane). Metabolism of glucose to pyruvate yields two net phosphorylations of ADP to ATP and two 2*e*^--^ (two-electron) reductions of NAD^+^ to NADH. Sustained glycolysis requires reoxidation of NADH to NAD^+^ either through the coordinated reduction of pyruvate to lactate by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) or through the action of one of the mitochondrial NADH shuttles.

Oxidative phosphorylation (oxphos) {#s03}
----------------------------------

The metabolism of pyruvate or other oxidative fuels through the mitochondrial TCA cycle, which leads to ATP resynthesis through the action of the electron transport chain (ETC) and ATP synthase.

In the brain, acute changes in metabolism occur in response to neuronal stimulation, and the increased energy demand causes a Warburg-like transient dissociation between glycolysis and oxphos. This perspective will focus on the acute changes in metabolism that occur in response to neuronal stimulation. The relationship between neuronal metabolism and that of the neighboring astrocytes (glial cells) will be discussed; however, the focus will be on neurons which comprise most (∼80--90%) of the energy demand of the brain ([@bib3]; [@bib125]). For recent reviews and studies on the regulation of astrocytic metabolism, see [@bib14], [@bib33], and [@bib95].

This perspective will address two main questions: (1) What is the actual balance in brain cells between glycolysis and oxphos (and are the processes compartmentalized to different cell types)? (2) What cellular mechanisms are responsible for the acute control of glycolysis and oxphos in neurons? The choice between glycolysis and oxphos may have important consequences for brain function in both health and disease.

What is the balance in brain between glycolysis and oxphos? {#s05}
===========================================================

Near-stoichiometric utilization of oxygen and glucose in resting brain {#s06}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

For the resting brain, the rates of glycolysis and oxphos appear well matched, with the cerebral metabolic rates (CMRs) of glucose and oxygen corresponding with nearly complete oxidation of glucose to pyruvate to CO~2~. The expected stoichiometry for this process is that six O~2~ molecules will be consumed for each glucose molecule. The best estimates for the oxygen--glucose index (OGI; OGI = CMRO~2~/CMRglc) in the resting brain is around ∼5.5 in gray matter ([@bib26]; [@bib57]), very close to the ideal stoichiometry of 6.

This corresponds well with the textbook picture of total glucose oxidation to CO~2~ as it occurs in unicellular organisms, but it may actually be quite unusual in a multicellular organism. Recent work on in vivo metabolite fluxes argues that uncoupling between glycolysis and oxidative metabolism is the norm for all organs except the brain ([@bib53]). Other organs readily export the lactate they derive from glucose metabolism, and they readily use circulating lactate for their oxidative metabolism. In contrast, the brain's tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle is fed mainly by metabolites derived from circulating glucose, with relatively little intermediate mixing of lactate from the circulation. This picture of complete glucose oxidation by the brain is nicely compatible with (though not required by) the near-stoichiometric consumption of oxygen and glucose by the brain.

However, the near agreement of these values with total glucose oxidation does not require that each brain cell has an uninterrupted pipeline from glucose to CO~2~, just that the organ as a whole consumes its own intermediates. And although it describes the resting brain, it does not take account of the large dynamic changes that occur with activation of specific brain regions.

Transient uncoupling between glycolysis and oxphos during brain activation {#s07}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The drop in OGI during brain stimulation was the first indication of some transient uncoupling of glycolysis and oxphos in the brain ([@bib39]). With regional stimulation (e.g., of the visual cortex by a flashing checkerboard pattern), positron electron tomography studies reveal that local blood flow increases by ∼50% and that there is a commensurate increase in local glucose consumption. But the increase in oxygen utilization is much less, on the order of 5%, indicating that the additional glucose consumption is not stoichiometrically matched by oxygen but rather that glucose is metabolized nonoxidatively by glycolysis without oxphos. The overall OGI is reduced from the near-stoichiometric values down to ∼5 ([@bib81]). This is supported by measurements showing local elevation of brain lactate levels with stimulation ([@bib70]; [@bib51]; [@bib85]) and even lactate export from the brain (e.g., [@bib37], with stronger stimuli such as epileptic seizures).

There are plenty of caveats to bear in mind when assessing the OGI ([@bib81]; [@bib33]). First, in addition to glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway and glycogen synthesis can both result in net utilization of glucose without molecular oxygen, thereby reducing the OGI. Second, the measurement conditions in some studies could be perturbed by excessive stress in the experimental subjects (meaning that the preconditions for reduced OGI may not be so simple as enhanced activity); furthermore, stimulus strength can have a nonlinear effect on the metabolic response mechanisms. Second, OGI may be exaggerated or suppressed depending on how the stimulated region is defined. For instance, if the unstimulated tissue in the periphery or even within the stimulated region is capable of oxidative metabolism of the excess lactate ([@bib81]; [@bib41]), then including the contribution from this tissue will normalize the OGI. Finally, consistent with stress contributing to the reduced OGI, β-adrenergic blockade by propranolol reduces or eliminates the stimulation-induced change in OGI ([@bib33]). Nevertheless, multiple studies exhibit net production of lactate from glucose in activated brain, arguing that glycolysis without oxphos constitutes a component of the reduced OGI ([@bib70]; [@bib51]; [@bib85]).

Regardless of how universal the result, the ability of brain stimulation to produce dissociation between glucose consumption and oxygen consumption in some experiments has been ample motivation to consider the possible explanations for such dissociation at the level of cellular metabolism.

The source of neuronal energy during activation {#s08}
-----------------------------------------------

One suggestion to explain dissociation in the brain between glycolytic metabolism and oxphos is that the two processes are substantially compartmentalized in different cell types. The astrocyte-to-neuron lactate shuttle (ANLS) hypothesis proposed that neuronal activity leads to increased glycolysis in astrocytes, leading to release of lactate that is taken up by neurons as their primary energy source ([@bib82]; [@bib99], [@bib101]). The ANLS hypothesis has been quite controversial for a long time ([@bib22]; [@bib42]; [@bib46]; [@bib84]; [@bib31], [@bib32]; [@bib5]; [@bib8]; see also [@bib32] for strong arguments against ANLS at the tissue level).

Experiments in support of the ANLS often argue for its feasibility rather than providing direct evidence that it occurs. For instance, the initial demonstration of feasibility was from separately cultured astrocytes and neurons: glutamate application to cultured astrocytes triggers \[^3^H\]-2-deoxyglucose (2-DG; \[^3^H\]--2-DG) uptake and lactate release, and neurons are capable of consuming lactate as a fuel ([@bib82]; [@bib99]). The initial proposal was that when glutamate, which is released as a neurotransmitter by neurons at excitatory synapses, is taken up by astrocytes, the cotransported Na^+^ ions stimulate the ATP-driven Na^+^ pump, which in turn promotes glycolytic production of ATP and lactate.

Other observations adduced in support of the ANLS hypothesis are mainly suggestive. For instance, astrocytes with pericapillary endfeet are ideally positioned to take up glucose from the vasculature; however, recent data with high-pressure cryopreservation show much less astrocytic coverage of both capillaries and synapses than seen with aldehyde fixation, which shrinks the extracellular space ([@bib71]). Neurons and astrocytes were reported to express different isoforms of LDH with different Michaelis constants (K~m~s) for pyruvate ([@bib11]). This led to the proposal of mainly unidirectional flux from astrocytes to neurons; however, both isoforms are rapidly equilibrative (as argued by [@bib41]; [@bib31]; [@bib49]; [@bib4]), and recent single-cell transcriptomics studies show roughly equal expression of the two isoforms in neurons ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A similar argument was made for monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) isoforms ([@bib103]); although again, the transporters are both equilibrative, and transcriptomics show comparable levels of MCT1 in both neurons and astrocytes ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left; the proteomics data on the right show an overall deficit of MCTs in neurons, but they are from cells in culture). Moreover, detailed transport modeling shows that MCT2 is capable of ample lactate export from neurons at physiological concentrations ([@bib114]).

![**Expression of ample levels of glycolytic (and related) enzymes in both astrocytes and neurons of the central nervous system.** Left: Transcriptional expression (from quantitative RNA sequencing) of the glycolytic enzymes and the cytosolic dehydrogenases associated with the NADH shuttles. Data from [@bib127] use acutely purified neurons and astrocytes from mouse brain; data from [@bib126] tell a qualitatively similar story. Right: Proteomics data ([@bib111]) from cultured neurons and astrocytes confirm the general pattern from the transcriptomics data. The data plotted are for cultured astrocytes and for cultured neurons at day-in-vitro 15. Common names are given at the left, and gene names are shown between the two graphs. The largest proportional deficit in glycolysis is a ∼3.6-fold lower total aldolase in neurons versus astrocytes. Note that in neurons, the expression level differences for LDH isoforms and for MCT isoforms are actually quite small using either measure of expression. The expression level for the cytosolic malate dehydrogenase (MDH1) is substantially higher than for cytosolic glycerol-P-dehydrogenase (GPD1), consistent with the dominance of the MAS over the glycerol--phosphate shuttle. FPKM, fragments per kilobase million; IBAQ, integrity-based absolute quantitation.](JCB_201803152_Fig1){#fig1}

Astrocytes can indeed produce lactate from glucose ([@bib47]; [@bib82]), and this lactate production can be stimulated by glutamate and potassium, which become elevated during neuronal activity ([@bib124]; [@bib102]; [@bib100]; [@bib12]). Although they support the feasibility of the ANLS, these results do not demonstrate that astrocyte-to-neuron shuttling actually occurs during brain activation. The alternative possibility, whether or not astrocytes export lactate, is that neurons themselves use glucose as their primary fuel during activation.

***Glycolytic capacity of neurons.*** Neurons express all of the enzymes needed for glucose metabolism ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and can metabolize glucose ([@bib6]). In vitro glycolytic behavior can change with choice of culture media ([@bib118]) and astrocyte coculture ([@bib83]), but gene expression data from acutely dissociated brain cells indicate that neurons are well equipped for glycolysis, with higher levels of mRNA expression than astrocytes for most glycolytic enzymes ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left). At the protein level, cultured neurons and astrocytes have substantial expression of the glycolytic enzymes ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right); here, the pattern is somewhat reversed, with ∼1.5- to threefold lower expression in neurons for some of the enzymes (the outliers are the MCTs, which are required for the ANLS but are 40-fold lower in neurons). Although one specific enzyme for up-regulation of glycolysis, the bifunctional 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase (isoform PFKFB3), is posttranslationally down-regulated in neurons and thus cannot participate in glycolytic stimulation ([@bib45]; [@bib14]), this rules out only one of many mechanisms that neurons can use to stimulate glycolysis. Glycolysis is one of the most ancient metabolic pathways with a wide variety of allosteric and phosphorylation-based controls ([@bib90]; [@bib58]).

If the stimulated brain uses glycolysis as a low-capacity but fast mechanism for ATP production (as argued for fast-twitch skeletal muscle, for instance; [@bib28]; [@bib116]), it would make sense teleologically for this fast ATP resupply to occur within neurons, where the acute demand for energy is greatest.

***Fuel utilization in activated neurons*.** When presented with a choice of either glucose or lactate as fuel, which do activated neurons use? Using unstimulated cultured neurons, [@bib15] reported that resting neurons preferentially consume lactate over glucose. However, the use of pure lactate as an alternative fuel, rather than a redox-balanced mixture of lactate and pyruvate, abnormally elevates the low cytosolic NADH redox ratio in neurons (seen in vitro by [@bib54] and [@bib89] as well as in vivo by [@bib30]); this decreases the rate of neuronal glycolysis in a way that would not represent the normal effect in the brain of extracellular lactate on neuronal metabolism.

Importantly, this study was done with unstimulated neurons and did not test whether the preferential use of lactate was enhanced by activation as proposed ([@bib15]). Similar experiments using graded neuronal stimulation by NMDA, which produced moderate submicromolar increases in cytosolic calcium, showed that activation increased glucose metabolism over twofold, whereas lactate metabolism declined, consistent with a role for extracellular lactate supporting basal metabolism in neurons but not stimulated activity ([@bib6]).

***Neuronal metabolic behavior in intact brain tissue*.** Regardless of the relative preparedness of the two cell types for metabolism, the most important question is how glucose uptake and lactate movements behave in the two cell types in intact brain tissue, when neurons are stimulated.

*Comparison of glucose tracer uptake into neurons and astrocytes*. Glucose uptake by neurons and astrocytes can be monitored with tracers based on 2-DG, relying on the assumption that uptake of the tracers and (in some cases) their phosphorylation by hexokinase parallels glucose utilization. High-resolution autoradiographic analysis of \[^14^C\]--2-DG uptake in awake but unstimulated rats revealed roughly comparable label uptake in neurons and astrocytes ([@bib92]); another in vivo labeling study using the fluorescent glucose analogue 2-NBDG showed stronger signals in neurons ([@bib60]). Two recent in vivo studies monitored glucose analogue accumulation in somatosensory cortex during whisker stimulation; they used two different glucose analogues and obtained opposite results. The first study ([@bib25]) used the fluorescent glucose analogue 6-NBDG; because it cannot be phosphorylated by hexokinase (given that the 6 position was already occupied by the fluorophore), this analogue's accumulation may not correspond with the actual rate of glucose utilization, and it has been shown in some cases to correlate negatively with glucose utilization ([@bib34]). Baseline accumulation of the analogue into astrocytes and neurons was similar; upon whisker stimulation in anesthetized rats, uptake into both cell types tended to increase, though only significantly for astrocytes ([@bib25]). Using a different, phosphorylatable glucose analogue (2DG-IR) in nonanesthetized mice, better labeling was seen in neurons than astrocytes, particularly with whisker stimulation ([@bib79]). A major limitation of all these studies is that the different analogues (which, except for 2-DG itself, are two- to sevenfold larger molecules than glucose) may have preferential transport through the different glucose transporter isoforms that are predominantly expressed in neurons or astrocytes ([@bib122]).

Carbon tracing by magnetic resonance spectroscopy in vivo has great chemical specificity but cannot directly measure metabolism separately for neurons and glia, so the conclusions are dependent on the details of multicompartment modeling of metabolism. A deliberate review of the evidence with an optimized model concluded that neurons provide about a third of their own lactate/pyruvate during brain activation, with the other two thirds from astrocytes ([@bib56]). However, this conclusion depends on the assumption that acetate is metabolized only in glia; a recent study of acetate metabolism in brain slices showed a substantial ability of neurons to metabolize acetate directly, which calls the compartment-specific modeling into question ([@bib107]).

*Differences in resting metabolic state between neurons and astrocytes*. Consistent with most of the cultured cell studies, in resting brain or in quiescent brain slice astrocytes appear to be more glycolytic than neurons, with higher resting cytosolic NADH/NAD^+^ (NADH~CYT~) ratios ([@bib89]) that predispose them to higher resting lactate/pyruvate ratios and higher resting lactate levels ([@bib80]). The difference in resting NADH~CYT~ makes some baseline redox exchange likely between the two compartments ([@bib20]); even with equal total (lactate + pyruvate) levels in the two cell types, astrocytic lactate could exchange for neuronal pyruvate, effectively allowing transfer of the glycolysis-derived NADH reducing equivalents from astrocytes to neurons. In essence, the very active malate--aspartate shuttle (MAS) of neurons could transfer reducing equivalents not only from neuronal glycolysis but also from astrocytic glycolysis. However, neighboring cells are capable of maintaining very different NADH~CYT~ redox, and at rest, the high NADH~CYT~ of astrocytes does not drive neighboring neurons to a correspondingly high level. At present, there are no data to indicate whether there is significant redox exchange between astrocytes and neurons through lactate--pyruvate exchange.

*Evidence against lactate consumption by activated neurons in intact brain tissue*. Fluorescent biosensor measurement of NADH~CYT~ in neurons during excitation has helped to resolve the role of glycolysis and intercellular lactate transport in the acute metabolic response ([@bib30]). With brief neuronal excitation in an acute hippocampal slice, NADH~CYT~ rises rapidly and remains elevated for ∼2--3 min, reflecting a temporary imbalance favoring production of NADH over its recycling back to NAD^+^. NADH production could be transiently increased either through increased glycolysis or increased lactate import and oxidation by LDH; NADH recycling could be transiently decreased because of reduced activity of the MAS. Pharmacologic blockade of MCT or of LDH abolishes the elevation of NADH~CYT~ in response to exogenous lactate but not in response to stimulation, which rules out a role of lactate import in producing the transient increases in neuronal NADH~CYT~. These blockers instead lead to enhancement of the NADH~CYT~ transients, suggesting that neurons normally export lactate when stimulated. The NADH~CYT~ transients decrease with inhibition of glycolysis but not of the MAS, indicating that increased neuronal glycolysis upon stimulation is the main cause of the NADH~CYT~ transients. Inhibition of MCT in vivo in the cortical neurons of awake mice also blocks the NADH~CYT~ response to exogenous lactate but not to sensory stimulation. The inferred recruitment of direct neuronal glycolysis in response to stimulation in a relatively intact system is consistent with earlier carbon tracing studies on cultured neurons ([@bib6], [@bib7]). Moderate chemical stimulation produced a strong increase in the labeling of glutamate from labeled glucose and a decrease in the incorporation of label from labeled lactate, inconsistent with significant lactate utilization by neurons during stimulation.

In summary, experiments on both cultured cells and intact tissue demonstrate that stimulated neurons augment their glucose, not lactate, utilization. Although ANLS thus does not seem to provide the primary source of neuronal energy during brain activation, a role for lactate shuttling from astrocytes to neurons at rest is possible. As discussed, resting NADH~CYT~ and resting lactate is higher in astrocytes than in neurons. Furthermore, although in cultured neurons, unlabeled lactate does not diminish the increased utilization of labeled glucose with stimulation, it does reduce labeling from glucose at rest ([@bib6]). If an ANLS operates at rest, it could also explain why chronic disruption of MCT, LDH, or glycogenolysis in astrocytes can affect neuronal function ([@bib119]; [@bib128]; [@bib85]); these and similar results showing that MCT and lactate transport contribute to neuronal health and function provide evidence for some critical biological role for lactate uptake, but do not provide specific evidence for astrocyte-to-neuron lactate movement during activation ([@bib84]; [@bib44]; [@bib32]).

In *Drosophila melanogaster*, glycolysis appears to be more essential in glial cells than it is in neurons; knockdown of glycolytic enzymes in neurons did not affect the viability or the general behavior of flies, whereas knockdown in glial cells produced noticeable phenotypic changes ([@bib123]). These results could indicate an important role of glial lactate or alanine in fueling neurons; alternatively, knockdown of glial glycolysis could alter gliotransmitter release or could compromise glutamate or K^+^ clearance, leading to compromised neuronal health. The acute metabolic response to neuronal activity has not been studied.

*A neuron-to-glia lactate shuttle in retina*. Although it was initially suggested that in analogy to the ANLS model for the central nervous system, the radial glial cells of the retina (Müller cells) might supply lactate to photoreceptors ([@bib104]; [@bib55]), the opposite appears to be true: photoreceptors perform aerobic glycolysis and export lactate, which is then oxidized by Müller cells ([@bib55]; [@bib65]). Müller cells are deficient in pyruvate kinase, the final enzyme in the glycolytic pathway, and have limited ability to convert glucose to lactate ([@bib75]). The high level of glycolysis in photoreceptors is important as they perform substantial biosynthesis during their diurnal degradation and nocturnal regeneration of outer segments ([@bib23]). For in-depth reviews of retinal metabolism, see [@bib55] and [@bib65].

*Possible differences in metabolic management of different neuronal compartments*. In presynaptic terminals, both glycolysis and oxphos appear important for managing intense activity ([@bib105]; [@bib115]). Glycolysis alone can support presynaptic energy needs during very gentle stimulation ([@bib78]). Many synaptic sites in brain have been shown to lack mitochondria ([@bib21]) and thus must depend on glycolysis, but ordinarily, brain mitochondria are quite motile, and movement of mitochondria into the vicinity of synaptic sites has been demonstrated to affect both ATP levels and synaptic vesicle fusion in response to trains of stimulation ([@bib117]). Either glucose or lactate can support transmission at high-frequency auditory presynaptic terminals ([@bib77]); this study argued for lactate shuttling under limited conditions, but this conclusion is weak because MCT blockers that would also block mitochondrial pyruvate uptake were used ([@bib43]; [@bib87]). In vivo uptake of 2-fluoro--2-DG into presynaptic terminals of rat brain assessed by postmortem isolation of synaptosomes ([@bib98]) indicated substantial direct metabolism of glucose, consistent with an important role for glucose transporters and glycolysis in presynaptic terminals ([@bib63]; [@bib2]; [@bib1]).

In some postsynaptic structures, most notably the dendritic spines that receive most excitatory synaptic inputs in the mammalian brain, mitochondria were found to be absent in an exhaustive EM survey of a volume of neocortex ([@bib68]), despite prior evidence in cultured neurons that mitochondria can localize to dendritic protrusions, particularly with stimulation ([@bib73]). Dendrites are sites of intense energy utilization ([@bib44]), and mitochondria in dendritic shafts likely perform oxphos to supply needed energy. But the absence of mitochondria from dendritic spines does make it questionable whether the role of MCTs, which may be inserted into spine membranes together with AMPA receptors ([@bib9]), is to support astrocyte-to-neuron movement of lactate rather than efflux of lactate produced by aerobic glycolysis in the spines. Again, more direct experiments are needed; in this case, the compartmentation of glycolysis and oxphos could be between the dendritic spines and the dendritic shaft.

In myelinated axons, the myelin-forming cells (oligodendrocytes or Schwann cells) have been assumed to bear substantial responsibility for metabolic support ([@bib91]), particularly as they cover ∼97--99% of the axon surface. Either glucose or lactate can be used as an energy source for white matter ([@bib17]; [@bib108]), and glial glycogen can supply energy to axons during aglycemia ([@bib18], [@bib19]); however, in corpus callosum white matter, exogenous lactate could not support axon function in the absence of glucose ([@bib88]). Once again, the question of whether intercellular glucose movements or lactate movements are involved either in ischemic or normal conditions is more difficult. In aglycemic conditions, glucose supplied to the gap junction--coupled network of oligodendrocytes was more effective than lactate in restoring axon function; however, pharmacologic manipulation of MCTs and glucose transporters gave uncertain answers about how axonal support was provided ([@bib88]).

***Summary***. Under ischemic conditions, lactate supplied exogenously or from astrocyte glycogenolysis is capable of providing metabolic support to neurons. However, there is no affirmative evidence that lactate movement from astrocytes to neurons occurs during the ordinary function of the brain, particularly during brain stimulation. In neuronal cell bodies, stimulation leads to enhanced neuronal glucose metabolism, whereas in some myelinated axons, metabolic support from glia may be essential during stimulation. In presynaptic terminals and postsynaptic dendritic compartments, more evidence is needed to understand the relative importance of neuronal and astrocytic glycolysis.

We now turn to the question of what cellular mechanisms may allow the transient excess of glycolysis over oxphos when neurons are stimulated.

What are the contributors to controlling the balance between glycolysis and oxphos? {#s09}
===================================================================================

Neuronal activity requires the expenditure and resupply of metabolic energy. Rapid electrical signaling involves ion movement on the order of thousands of ions per millisecond per open channel, and the steady-state ion concentrations must be restored and maintained by ATP-dependent active transport. Recycling and repackaging of neurotransmitters like glutamate and GABA into synaptic vesicles requires active transport, and the synaptic vesicles themselves must be retrieved, requiring additional energy.

What signals coordinate the metabolic response to this energy demand? The two most likely proximal signals are elevated \[ADP\] (the product of ATP hydrolysis) and elevated \[Ca^2+^\] (which accompanies most neuronal electrical signals by permeation through voltage- and neurotransmitter-activated channels). ADP can be considered a feedback metabolic signal---energetic costs have been incurred and must be paid for---whereas Ca^2+^ can function as a feedforward signal to anticipate energetic costs before they are incurred. A complication in dissecting the roles of these two avenues for metabolic regulation is that Ca^2+^ handling is itself metabolically expensive, so elevated \[Ca^2+^\] is usually accompanied by an elevation in ADP.

Both of these agents can regulate glycolysis and oxphos rates via multiple mechanisms. Also, for glycolysis and oxphos to run at different rates, there must be slippage or uncoupling at the interface between them: lactate-pyruvate partitioning controlled by the NADH~CYT~ ratio.

ADP and Ca^2+^ can both depolarize mitochondria {#s10}
-----------------------------------------------

ADP and Ca^2+^ both have well-known effects on mitochondria and oxphos ([@bib94]; [@bib109]). Proximally, both produce depolarization (diminution) of the mitochondrial membrane potential (Δψ) and the related mitochondrial proton driving force (Δμ~H~; [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). ADP^3-^ enters the mitochondrial matrix through the adenine nucleotide translocase in exchange for ATP^4-^, equivalent to one positive charge entering the mitochondrion; once inside, it interacts with the ATP synthase (also known as complex V) and is converted to ATP coordinately with the downhill transport of three protons from cytosol to matrix; an additional proton is transported to bring inorganic phosphate into the matrix. The net change with ADP entrance and ATP synthesis is four protons moved downhill plus an additional charge. For Ca^2+^, entry into the matrix through the mitochondrial calcium uniporter or other Ca^2+^-permeable channels produces an immediate depolarization of two charges per Ca^2+^ ion; a round trip by Ca^2+^ drains an additional three protons from the electrochemical proton gradient (via 3:1 Na^+^/Ca^2+^ exchange and 1:1 Na^+^/H^+^ exchange).

![**Relationships of some major bioenergetic pools in the neuronal cytosol and mitochondria and their regulation. (A)** This schematic shows key bioenergetic processes as waterwheels or gears as well as their interaction with three major bioenergetic reservoirs: the membrane potential across the mitochondrial inner membrane (Δψ~m~) and the related electrochemical gradient for protons across the mitochondrial inner membrane (Δμ~H~); the mitochondrial NADH/NAD^+^ redox; and the cytosolic NADH/NAD^+^ redox. Both in the mitochondrion and cytosol, ADP and Ca^2+^ are the proximal signals for metabolic demand. As explained in the text, both ADP and Ca^2+^ entry into mitochondria contribute to mitochondrial depolarization; this allows the ETC to consume mitochondrial NADH and O~2~ and to restore the mitochondrial Δμ~H~. **(B)** The impact of neuronal stimulation on these pathways as measured experimentally by monitoring NAD(P)H autofluorescence is diagrammed. The consumption of mitochondrial NADH leads to the dip in mitochondrial NADH. The increase in mitochondrial \[Ca^2+^\] stimulates the TCA cycle and produces an overshoot in NADH production. In the cytosol, NADH/NAD^+^ redox is controlled by glycolysis (which increases NADH), the MAS, which decreases NADH, and the LDH reaction, which can run in either direction.](JCB_201803152_Fig2){#fig2}

Mitochondrial depolarization is important because in a resting mitochondrion, the ETC that pumps protons out of the matrix while consuming O~2~, and matrix NADH is nearly stalled by the buildup of the electrochemical proton gradient (Δμ~H~), which is itself a combination of the electrical (Δψ) and chemical (ΔpH) gradients. The depolarization and proton movements accompanying ADP or Ca^2+^ entry will diminish Δμ~H~ and allow the stalled ETC to function again, consuming O~2~ and matrix NADH ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

The consumption of O~2~ and matrix NADH correspond with two of the readily measured metabolic responses to neuronal stimulation. Oxygen consumption is monitored with a Clark-style electrochemical sensor of O~2~ concentration; in brain slices, \[O~2~\] shows a pronounced dip with stimulation, corresponding with increased O~2~ consumption ([@bib44]; [@bib76]; [@bib62]).

NADH changes can be monitored using the autofluorescence evoked by shortwave light: NADH, in addition to the chemically related but very differently behaving NADPH are weakly fluorescent upon UV illumination and yield the signal referred to as NAD(P)H autofluorescence. Because mitochondrial matrix has a higher concentration of NADH than cytosol, and because of the higher fluorescence of protein-bound NADH, mitochondrial NADH is considered to be the major source of the NAD(P)H signal (though this is contested; see [@bib66]; [@bib16]; [@bib13]; and the discussion below). Upon stimulation of neurons in a brain slice ([@bib64]; [@bib113]; [@bib66]) or individual dissociated neurons ([@bib36]), the NAD(P)H signal has a stereotyped response: a rapid dip in fluorescence occurring within the first few seconds that yields in ∼10 s to a prolonged increase above baseline (overshoot) lasting for 2--3 min ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Both the increased O~2~ consumption and the initial NAD(P)H dip are generally agreed to reflect increased ETC activity upon mitochondrial depolarization, but the relative importance of ADP and Ca^2+^ in initiating these signals is not agreed upon. [@bib36], working on dissociated sensory neurons, argued that the main effect on oxygen consumption and the NAD(P)H dip is through Ca^2+^. Upon neuronal stimulation with KCl, he observed mitochondrial depolarizations lasting 10--60 s and NAD(P)H dips lasting a few seconds followed by overshoots lasting ∼2 min. Oligomycin, which blocks the ATP synthase that links ADP influx to mitochondrial depolarization, had no major effects, whereas removal of extracellular Ca^2+^ or blockade of the mitochondrial uniporter with ruthenium red abolished all of the transients, leading to the conclusion that ADP is unimportant for engaging the mitochondrial machinery but rather that intramitochondrial Ca^2+^ is the main control.

[@bib64] did analogous measurements in organotypic hippocampal slice cultures with electrical stimulation. Although intracellular and mitochondrial Ca^2+^ signals were abolished by removal of extracellular Ca^2+^, the NAD(P)H transients were reduced in amplitude by about half but not abolished. They concluded that in addition to a modulatory feedforward effect of Ca^2+^, there remains an intrinsic regulation of NADH production including the effect of ADP, though they did not test the importance of ADP directly. Similar experiments on acute hippocampal slices found little or no reduction in the NAD(P)H signals with removal of Ca^2+^ ([@bib113]).

Other studies that considered mainly the compartmental origin of the NAD(P)H signal rather than the mechanism of production have made a strong case that both phases of the NAD(P)H signal are mostly from mitochondrial rather than cytosolic NADH. An early study using two-photon microscopy of the NAD(P)H signal had claimed that although the dip occurred in neuronal mitochondria, the overshoot was evidence of glycolytic metabolism in astrocytic cytosol ([@bib66]). Despite the ability, in principle, to segregate signals based on the actual spatial locations of astrocytes, they performed a pixel-by-pixel analysis with a low signal-to-noise ratio to argue that pixels showing a dip were likely to have a smaller overshoot. However, in a later study with covisualization of neurons, astrocytes, and NAD(P)H, the transient changes in NAD(P)H appeared spatially homogenous ([@bib67]). A study that instead used pharmacological inhibition of glycolysis (but in the presence of 1 mM pyruvate as a mitochondrial fuel, which will incidentally suppress cytosolic NADH transients) showed that much of the overshoot signal could not arise from glycolysis and instead must be mitochondrial in origin ([@bib16]; [@bib112]). Extended intense stimulation may increase demand to the point that some glycolytic NADH also contributes to the autofluorescence signal; in addition, the quantitative contributions of glycolysis and oxphos can vary with oxygenation ([@bib62]).

If both components of the NAD(P)H signal are substantially mitochondrial in origin, then what accounts for the overshoot? One candidate is the known effect of matrix Ca^2+^ in stimulating the matrix dehydrogenases including pyruvate dehydrogenase and the TCA dehydrogenases ([@bib86]). This feedforward effect of Ca^2+^ would increase the rate of matrix NADH production (and thus the NAD(P)H signal) and thereby increase the supply of electrons for the ETC, leading to mitochondrial hyperpolarization ([@bib61]). This agrees with the results of [@bib36] and with the experimental and modeling studies in slice by [@bib64] (see also [@bib10]). However, it is hard to reconcile this with the clear finding by [@bib113] that the NAD(P)H overshoot in slices did not disappear with the prolonged elimination of extracellular Ca^2+^, although the mitochondrial Ca^2+^ transient did disappear. Lactate produced by astrocytes has also been suggested as the source of the NAD(P)H overshoot ([@bib40]), but this study used a poorly selective blocker of MCT that also affects mitochondrial pyruvate uptake; this hypothesis is also incompatible with the finding that glycolytic blockade (which is not selective between neurons and astrocytes) failed to block the overshoot ([@bib16]).

Other possible sources of the NAD(P)H overshoot in the mitochondrial compartment would be an increased supply of pyruvate to mitochondria or increased NADH shuttling from the cytosol. An increased supply of pyruvate could occur with up-regulation of glycolysis (though the increased production of pyruvate would be somewhat offset by conversion to lactate because of elevated NADH~CYT~). Increased NADH shuttling, particularly for small elevations of cytosolic Ca^2+^, could occur by stimulation of aralar, a principal component of the MAS ([@bib97]), although elevated matrix Ca^2+^ can produce the opposite effect (Ca^2+^ inhibition of MAS or "CiMASH;" [@bib7]); however, these effects on MAS would also not explain the production of the NAD(P)H overshoot when Ca^2+^ is removed ([@bib113]).

Clearly, we do not have a complete understanding of the oxphos-related mitochondrial signals that result from neuronal excitation. The mechanisms that are engaged by neuronal excitation can vary with the degree of stimulation and with the environmental conditions of \[glucose\] and \[O~2~\] during experiments, which usually vary from the in vivo condition, and the mechanisms may also vary with cell type. It would also be valuable to have a more compartmental- and cell-specific study of mitochondrial NADH than the NAD(P)H autofluorescence.

Partitioning between lactate production and pyruvate oxidation depends on NADH~CYT~ {#s11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Uncoupling between glycolysis and oxphos involves the partitioning between pyruvate (the primary substrate for glucose-driven oxphos) and lactate. Lactate is generally thought to be a terminal metabolite for glycolysis that must be converted back to pyruvate in the cytosol to serve as a substrate for oxphos ([@bib93]), though this is debated by some ([@bib110]). Because interconversion between pyruvate and lactate by LDH requires coordinate interconversion between NADH and NAD^+^, and because the rate of glycolysis depends on some form of recycling of NADH to NAD^+^, the NADH~CYT~ ratio is a key parameter for the uncoupling.

High NADH~CYT~ limits pyruvate availability for oxidation by forcing pyruvate conversion to lactate. For instance, it has been argued that pyruvate is limiting (i.e., that it falls below the Km for the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier) in Ins-1E and HEK cells because of the high NADH~CYT~ in these cells ([@bib27]). High NADH~CYT~ can also limit the rate of glycolysis; this is commonly described as a deficiency in cytosolic NAD^+^ that is needed for glycolysis, but because NADH~CYT~ rarely reaches as high as 0.1 (or even 0.01), this effect is probably better described as inhibition of the forward rate of the GAPDH reaction by the product NADH. In dentate granule neurons, MCT inhibition led to higher peaks of NADH~CYT~ as well as smaller dips in glucose, suggesting that the elevated NADH~CYT~ also exerted back pressure on glycolysis, presumably on the GAPDH equilibrium ([@bib30]). Both of these effects suggest that elevated NADH~CYT~ by itself can both affect glucose flux through glycolysis and shunt pyruvate toward lactate and away from utilization for oxphos.

What factors can elevate NADH~CYT~? As discussed, there are three main influences corresponding with the dominant cytosolic NADH dehydrogenases in neurons ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). First, glycolysis produces NADH at the GAPDH step. This NADH will accumulate in the cell (and ultimately inhibit continued glycolysis) unless it is recycled by one of two recycling routes. The first is LDH: conversion of NADH to NAD^+^ coordinately with production of lactate from pyruvate; this is the primary mechanism by which cells can perform glycolysis without oxphos, as it deprives mitochondria of their primary substrate pyruvate. The second recycling route is through malate dehydrogenase, usually as the first step in the MAS. The shuttle is the primary route for moving reducing equivalents across the mitochondrial inner membrane (because NADH itself does not cross).

Some key puzzles to solve {#s12}
=========================

One key unsolved question is how neuronal glycolysis is triggered by neuronal activity. Is it through feedback regulation of the glycolytic enzymes by changes in cytosolic ATP, ADP, and AMP or through feedforward regulation by intracellular Ca^2+^ (and if so, through which of many possible signaling pathways)? Neuronal glycolytic regulation probably does not involve a key regulatory enzyme, PFKFB3 ([@bib45]), but there are many other points of regulation in this ancient metabolic pathway. An additional avenue for glycolytic regulation could involve indirect stimulation through activation of mitochondrial metabolism (itself involving a still unclear combination of feedback through ADP and feedforward through Ca^2+^).

Another question is a more teleological "why" question: Why do astrocytes have higher cytosolic NADH redox than neurons, and what are the implications? [@bib14] has thoroughly reviewed the causes of elevated astrocyte redox including PFKFB3 regulation of glycolysis and pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase regulation of mitochondrial oxidation. One additional possibility is that like cancer cells, astrocytes perform glycolysis not primarily for energy but rather for anabolic biosynthesis: For instance, astrocytes and not neurons express the phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase involved in serine biosynthesis ([@bib38]), which branches off of the main glycolytic pathway. This conversion of glucose to serine produces twice as much NADH as conversion of glucose to pyruvate (although flux through the first pathway may be smaller). Another likely contributor to elevated cytosolic NADH redox in astrocytes is diminished shuttling of redox equivalents to mitochondria via the MAS. The function of the MAS is antagonized by glutamate oxidation ([@bib72]; [@bib35]), and there is ample evidence of glutamate oxidation by astrocytes ([@bib48]; [@bib32]).

What are the implications of higher cytosolic NADH redox in astrocytes? The clearest case for glial supply of energy to neurons is in ischemic situations, as shown best for white matter axons that can be supported by glial glycogen in the absence of an external supply of glucose ([@bib18]).

Shuttling of lactate from astrocytes to neurons may be physiologically important as a chronic resting process, but the most direct evidence argues that upon neuronal stimulation, the classical ANLS hypothesis does not apply and that instead, there is an increase in neuronal glycolysis accompanied by a smaller increase in neuronal oxphos. The best direct evidence on this point is for neuronal cell bodies in both hippocampus and cerebral cortex, and it remains possible that an activity-dependent ANLS could function in specific subcellular compartments during activation; however, at this time, there is more evidence for direct glucose utilization in presynaptic terminals than evidence for lactate uptake. This question about the geography of fuel utilization by neurons is a valuable target for future research.

Finally, why might neurons temporarily allow glycolysis to exceed oxphos in the face of acute energy demand? One speculation is that glycolysis, although it produces a lower yield of ATP than oxphos, provides a faster resupply of energy. Some evolutionary support for this speculation comes from muscle: fast-twitch muscle, requiring the greatest acute supply of energy, tends to be far more glycolytic and to have fewer mitochondria than the slow-twitch muscle used for postural control ([@bib28]; [@bib116]). Neurons possess many mitochondria and rely chronically on them as a major source of ATP ([@bib44]), but perhaps, like fast-twitch muscle fibers, they use glycolysis together with the formidable and fast phosphocreatine/creatine kinase system to ensure prompt resupply of ATP. There is also evidence that the glycolytic enzymes may be localized right where the neuron most requires acute resupply of ATP: at the plasma membrane and on the synaptic vesicles where major ion pumping is performed by transport ATPases ([@bib59]; [@bib29]; [@bib50]). Certainly glycolysis alone is insufficient to power neuronal ion pumping ([@bib44]), but it may nevertheless play an important role in fast refueling. Further work is needed to test the idea that glycolysis is critical for fast energy resupply.
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